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The President’s words:
We have entered Phase 2 of the
Bushfire Recovery Framework and the
list of objectives and possible actions
remains a daunting task. There is some
comfort in the description that this
phase is described as ‘short-term
actions (3-12 months)’.

Objectives for phase 2 are:
1. To repeat surveys to determine the survival of priority
species
Calendar of environmental events
2. To undertake surveys to establish baseline information to
Schedule of activities
inform recovery trajectories
3. To maintain and expand no-regrets threat management Office bearers and other roles and
positions
programs (such as feral animal control)
4. To adapt survey and management actions based on new Park map
information and results
5. To engage community and business/industry in collaborative efforts for mutual benefit

6
7
10

18
21
22
22

A fair bit of those objectives is still at the ‘survey’ level and this is indeed frustrating for members of FoSCCP as we
are really involved for the energy of being in ‘action’.

My wife and I have just spent five days on Kangaroo Island and went west to Flinders Chase NP. No doubt a lot of
work has been done there, but there is still a predominance of charred small tree trunks sticking out above dense
regenerating plants no more than a metre and a half high. As usual the roads are littered with the remains of
small animal roadkill. Out of the car and into the (former) bush areas we were struck by the silence – very few
bird-calls could be heard. But fences are up, roads are cleared, signs are being renewed, and visitors are
returning.

Clearly there has been much ‘action’, but the bush will recover at its own pace.

It is inspiring to see how responsive the habitat/environment is to intensive care being done by John Wamsley and
his team along Dorset Vale Road. If only we could recruit 20 or fifty more teams to work all across the burn scar.
However, much is being done. Grant money is now on stream to enable contractor work to get going in vulnerable
areas. There are still community organisations and businesses who are seeking to assist in recovery work. Some
examples of this activity is in the articles in this newsletter. This kindness will do much for the regeneration of the
Park.
Survey work also has its’ rewards and wonderful
discoveries post-fire. Even today, standing on Neville
Road is to be surrounded by evidence of destruction
– four weeks ago it was devastating. Jasmin Packer’s
team has discovered that a Southern Brown
Bandicoot is alive and seemingly well in this place. It
is quite incredible that an animal could have survived
there.
The Bird Banding report in this issue tells of a near
record number of birds present along Scott Creek
east of Mackereth Cottage. The creek itself must
have sheltered hundreds of birds during the fire.
Let’s not forget the other side. Right now, the section
along the west of Dorset Vale Road is open and
starting to look magnificent as we head into winter.
(Please take note of gate signs that there is now a seasonal ‘phytophthora’ closure on Almanda Track down from
Gate 18 and Greenhood Track down from Gate 21.) Bushcare work teams will continue to work on the
achievements of many years’ expert and dedicated care on this side too.
Jim Spiker

*********************************************
Mammal surveys find survivors in Cherry Gardens Fire Scar:
The Cherry Gardens fire in January 2021 was devastating to all those who live, work and care for Scott Creek
Conservation Park and Mount Bold Reserve. Fire burned 2700 hectares of land, as well as two homes, 19 buildings,
two vehicles, and countless animal lives (REF NEWS).
In Autumn 2021, the BandiBunch (University of Adelaide) continued their longitudinal mammal mark-recapture
surveys along creeklines in the Mount Lofty Ranges, from Cleland Conservation Park to Mount Bold Reserve. Six
survey sites were within the Cherry Gardens fire scar: one in Mount Bold Reserve, and five in Scott Creek CP. Within
the regenerating vegetation, there is hope.
No mammals were captured in the fire scar within Mount Bold. But along the Scott Creek CP’s Kangaroo Gully and
Fern Gully creeklines, four individual bush rats (Rattus fuscipes) and one feral mouse made these valleys home.
These littlest survivors are living in burrows within the slopes.
Mackereth Creek, above Twisted Chimney, is home to at least one plucky male yellow-footed antechinus
(Antechinus flavipes). Several bush rats and 11 antechinus made Scott Creek near Almanda Creek home. Sitting with
John Wamsley and crew, one or two antechinus were seen running/ foraging/ twitching (HAHA) around some logs.
The best find of all, was the resident male southern brown bandicoot (Isoodon obesulus) captured along Neville
Road. Unsurprisingly, the roughness of living in the fire scar was evident by his slim body condition, but
nonetheless, he’s alive. There is hope for these species.
Hayley Jose and Jasmin Packer
The next page contains a montage of photos provided by BandiBunch, with photos from Deborah, Spike, Hayley
and Jasmin. Centre stage is the southern brown bandicoot, with the two yellow-footed antechinus below left and
right, and one of the bush rats above the antechinus on the right...plus of course members of BandiBunch.

Volunteer Celebration:
On Sunday 23rd May, National Parks & Wildlife Service SA
joined with Green Adelaide and the Hills & Fleurieu Landscape
Board to welcome environment and heritage conservation
volunteers working in the Adelaide metropolitan and Mount
Lofty Ranges region to a celebration event.
The event was held at the main oval in Belair NP, and it was
great to be back together following the cancellation of last
year’s event due to COVID-19.
Groups that have achieved milestone anniversaries in 2020 and
2021 were awarded certificates of appreciation, with NP&WS
SA Friends groups receiving theirs from Mike Williams,
Executive Director NP&WS SA. FoSCCP received an award for its
thirty year anniversary, which was achieved in 2020.
We actually received a certificate last year in time for our AGM,
which coincidentally also had to be cancelled due to COVID-19.
At that time we also received milestone certificates for a
number of our members.

Mackereth Cottage:
Finally!
Yep, we realised the transfer of the Mackereth Cottage block from SA Water to the park had been finalised when
we were contacted by local press, the Courier and the Hills Herald, after a
small piece appeared in the Advertiser on 16th April. Thanks once again to
Minister David Speirs and local MP Josh Teague for their efforts in getting this
across the line.
To celebrate, the below Rakali was spotted wandering along the Matthews
Road verge on the eastern side of the road, happily looking for a bite to eat
and completely ignoring me as I fumbled for my camera. Unfortunately, the
Rakali was displaying the very essence of perpetual motion, so it a bit difficult
to get a sharp photo late in the afternoon. There was this brief pose before
heading across the road and the mown area south of Mackereth Cottage and
down into Scott Creek. John Wamsley reported a pair of Rakali have been seen
along this stretch of creekline over the past couple of months.

Winter.
Jason Tyndall
Winter’s arrival darkens the edges of autumn with its shorter days, colder mornings and softer light; the sun does
its best to warm our skin. But it is a season of awakening for many of nature’s life forms and for our bushfireravaged areas as their wounds begin to slowly heal.
The soil is decorated in emerging orchid leaves, searching tendrils of twining fringe-lilies and the glistening dew of
sundews. And as winter transitions to spring, the wattles will begin to sing as they paint the bush in yellow sprays.
The winter rains will see the creeks flowing with the symphony of frog song creating an atmosphere of curiosity and
reflection. It is a beautiful time of year to be in the Park.
Veined Helmet Orchid (Corybas diemenicus)

Scented Sundew (Drosera whittakeri)

One of the smallest orchids in the Park to encounter. They grow in
dense colonies like tiny red gumnuts nestled on heart-shaped
leaves. They prefer damper areas often seen under yaccas or
around moss-covered ground.

Sundews are easy to spot as they glisten with their diamond-like
dew. Their beauty has a darker side – the dew is a sticky substance
that traps insects. Over time they are slowly absorbed for nutrients.
Their white flowers bloom on sunny days throughout winter and
spring.

Jason Tyndall

Jason Tyndall

Golden Wattle (Acacia pycnantha)

Short-beaked Echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus)

Perhaps our most recognised and celebrated plant. As our National
floral emblem it’s green and gold are attributed to our Nation’s
sporting colours. In late winter their large, scented flowers bloom
throughout the Park. They are also considered ‘colonisers’ as after
bushfires they rapidly emerge from seed. Wattles are also a very
popular host plant for many butterflies and moths throughout the
Park.

Winter is the season where you are likely to encounter Echidna
trains – up to eight males following a single female in the hope they
will father her ‘puggle’. Signs of Echidnas can be seen around ant
mounds, disturbances in soil, and through their scats – which have
ant exoskeletons through them.

Jason Tyndall

Jeremy Gramp

Where birds sing and wildflowers dance: a companion to exploring SA’s National Parks.
In June, a book by Jason Tyndall (Nature Play SA) will be launched in the Park. Jason has a long-standing history
with the Friends group where he started his conservation journey with Tom Hands. He attributes his passion for
nature and conservation education to those early days wandering the Park with Tom and has dedicated the book in
his memory.
Where birds sing and wildflowers dance is a 368-page book that tells a compelling story of SA’s biodiversity. It
features ideas to connect more deeply with nature, imagery of Parks from across SA, poetry that explores the
notion of self and our connection to nature, and over 680 illustrated plants and animals from across SA (including
70+ SA and National threatened species).
The book will be available for purchase at the end of June and $5 of the first 200 copies will be donated to the
Friend’s group towards fire recovery. The book will retail at $49.95 and a discounted rate will apply to members of
FOSCCP. Following the launch, further information will be sent out to members.
A poem from Where birds sing and wildflowers dance (written around Mackereth Cottage pre fire):

A Tributary of reflection
As I approached
the creek,
I felt its gentle
energy
calm my senses.

The flowing water
always finds a way
to trickle
into my mind.
The smell of
damp earth
softened the
harsh edges
of a busy day.
The frogs and crickets
had begun
their evening chorus;
a symphony of sound
wrapping me
in its comforting
embrace.
The honeyeaters
were busy,
chattering in corridors
of crowded reeds
that lined the banks.

Ferns grew
like little forests,
cradling
woven nests
tended to
by families of
wrens.
The trees swayed
to the whispers
of the wind;
they were
asking me
to stay.
So, I sat.
And listened.
For a while,
I forgot about
the world.
I was absorbed
by the
stillness
that flowed
like the gentle
water;
a tributary
of reflection.

Jason Tyndall

Bushcare activities:
The Almanda Bush Gardening group continued working along Almanda Creek and around the corner on Bryophyte
Flat, removing invasive weeds and protecting germinating Golden Wattle (Acacia pycnantha) seedlings from
kangaroos using donated tree guards. See a couple of notes from John Wamsley about this project at the end of
this bushcare report.
3rd March 2021—7 volunteers patrolled south of Greenhood Track treating scattered Boneseed, Erica, Olive and
African Daisy.
14th March 2021—9 volunteers patrolled the hillside between Derwentia Creek and Quarry Ridge Track treating
lots of scattered Boneseed, a couple of large Erica patches and lots of small to medium Olive.
27th March 2021—10 volunteers patrolled the flats either side of Cherry Creek in Derwentia Gully for Dog Rose,
small Blackberry, Olive and Fleabane, then up the hillside east to Greenhood Track finding scattered Boneseed,
more Blackberry and a couple of larger Erica.

Above: A large Erica being treated in Derwentia Valley

Above: Patrolling for Fleabane and other weeds

6th April 2021—7 volunteers patrolled Fantail Creek and its mid to upper slopes for Boneseed, Erica and small
Blackberry, needs a return trip for 2-3 large Erica and an Olive in the creekline.
11th April 2021—8 volunteers patrolled the western parts of Derwentia Gully between Greenhood Track and Frith
Road finding a range of assorted weeds including many scattered Boneseed, some Blackberry and Dog Rose, two
smallish patches of Montpellier Broom, one large Sollya, a few Olive and African Daisy and two Lemon-scented
Gum saplings, regenerated from a large planted specimen near an old house site.

24th April 2021—12 volunteers turned up for our first bushcare activity in the fire-scar of the January 24th fire,
patrolling the north-eastern side of Scott Creek for Montpellier Broom and finding many regenerating, plus various

Above: A special safety talk before bushcare in the fire-scar

Above: Janet and Glenn removing Broom seedlings at Scott Ck

other weeds like small Blackberry, Bridal Creeper, Dog Rose, South African Daisy, Cape Tulip, Fumitory and Thistles,
plus a couple of young Pussy Willow.
4th May 2021—with others having prior commitments, Jenny was on her own for this one, using the time to
remove about 100 Boneseed and one Broadleaf Cotton-bush in the south-west corner of Derwentia Valley, at the
end of Thorley Road.
9th May 2021—7 volunteers worked along the edge of the vegetation west of the Panhandle Track, finding lots of
Montpellier Broom, South African Daisy, small Olive and a few Boneseed, then collected the tree guards left from a
planting activity north-west of gate 19.
22nd May 2021—12 volunteers patrolled for Montpellier Broom in the lower flats near the northern fenceline east
of Panhandle Creek, also treating a few Broadleaf Cotton-bush.

Above: Removing Broom in the Panhandle

Above: Broom along the northern edge of the Panhandle

Additional bushcare work was also undertaken, including:
 Blackberry follow-up spraying in Derwentia Creek and up side creeklines to the east,
 Blackberry follow-up spraying in Greenhood and Cherry Creeks,
 Bridal Creeper spraying in the Panhandle around the gate 20 bird banding site,
 Two patches of Watsonia sprayed near Gurr Road, one at gate 5 and the other opposite the Norman’s driveway,
 Watsonia and other garden bulb spraying in Kangaroo Gully,
 Stinkweed and Watsonia spraying at the Viminaria Creek crossing,
 Periwinkle, Blackberry regrowth and herbaceous weeds, like Spear Thistle and Black Nightshade, sprayed at the

bird banding site north of Mackereth Cottage car park.

Above: Glenn spraying Watsonia in Kangaroo Gully

Above: Bridal Creeper sprayed near gate 20 in the Panhandle

The 210 waypoints representing Olives

Following a bushcare activity in the Panhandle, I
decided to spend some time wandering around the
northern half of Panhandle east collecting waypoints
for the numerous Olives growing there. Fortunately
Olives are not one of our main woody weeds in the
park, but I still managed to record 210 individuals in
this small area, many multi-stemmed regrowth. The
aim will be to apply for a grant to engage a
contractor to commence work on this patch. An
interesting find was the Olive Lace Bug on a small
number of Olives, unfortunately not enough to have
an impact on the population.

Olive lace bug (Froggattia olivinia)

Almanda Bush Gardening:
Community:
Every hectare on earth evolved as a unique community of living
organisms, each dependent on the community and the community
depending on each. These communities have evolved over millions of
years. They have developed strategies for surviving disaster. Those that
did not, do not exist today. After a disaster, such as a fire, a number of
plant species within the community immediately spring into action. We
call them ruderals. There job is to repair the soil biomass so the plants of
the community can once again flourish. They are a sort of catalyst. Once
they have done their job, they may disappear and not be seen again until
the next disaster.
A good example of this is Pelargonium australe. There was no sign of this
plant on Bryophyte Flat before the fire. There was one sighted near
Mackereth cottage 21 years ago. Now! The Flat is covered with them.
Bryophyte Flat is one of these communities. It lies on the northern side of Scott Creek. Two hundred years ago it
was grassy woodland, one year ago it was shrubby woodland. In January it was burnt. It suffered a disaster. If you
look there now, you will see the ruderals. There are about twenty of them. You can divide them into two groups.
One group we will call the locals. They consist of plants that grew on the Flat 200 years ago. Their captain is a bloke
called Goldy and their vice-captain is called Crying Mike. The other group we will call visitors. They are made up of
plants that have only appeared on the flat since settlement. They call their captain Gorse the Horse and their vicecaptain The Sweeper.
These two groups have two entirely different aims. The locals will try to restore Bryophyte Flat to what it was 200
years ago, while the visitors will try to restore the Flat to what it was a year ago and probably replace a few locals
with a few visitors new to the Flat.
You can think of it as a football game. The locals versus the visitors. I am the referee. Now! I am not very interested
in it being a fair game. I know who will win if we do not intervene. I intend to trip over any visitors who run past
me. Any visitor who gets a goal will be shown a red card and sent off.. On the other hand, if a local falls over, then
we are going to help them up.
We noticed the captain of the local team, Acacia pycnantha, fell over. We think the kangaroos were knocking them
off. So, we put tree guards on them. Get the gist?
In 2003 the Australian Government closed down Earth Sanctuaries Ltd. This meant I was out of work. I knew that it
was possible to turn a hectare of bushland into a conventional garden. Everyone could tell you how to do that. But!
I had always wondered if you could do the opposite. I decided to see if I could turn Wirrapunga, the hectare that I
was living on, into native grassy woodland.
The method I used was fairly simple. I removed the plants I didn’t want and I simply mowed the whole block with a
lawn mower. The result even surprised me. In 2011, Wirrapunga won the gold award as South Australia’s best
indigenous garden. It contained over four hundred species of grassy woodland plants indigenous to the Aldgate
Valley.

John discussing work at Almanda Creek with Eilish (in the safety vest) and Hayley from Adelaide Uni’s BandiBunch

Today a hectare of bush in the Mount Lofty Ranges contains about forty species of indigenous plants if it is lucky.
This is the difference between Grassy Woodland that we had 200 years ago and Shrubby Woodland that we have
today. Just think about the massive effect this enormous loss of biodiversity causes. Instead of four hundred
species of plants on a hectare, we now have forty species of plants on a hectare. This means a 90% loss in insects, a
90% reduction in birds, a 90% reduction in our biodiversity. Think about that. Why not join us. We could use the
help.
Succession:
Succession is normally used when those who control things today, set things up so they control them in the future.
However! In the bush, it means that the plants and animals that are there today, determine what will be there in
the future.
So! Given the climate and geology, The plants and animals, of an area determine the future plants and animals of
that area. For example, there are various sorts of herbivores. Firstly, there are grazers that live on grass. Now!
Grazers need grass and grass need grazers. It is like your lawn. If you do not mow it then the grass will gradually
vanish. So! You have areas in the world where grazers and grass evolved together. There is the African Veldt. Here
grazers like buffalo, depend on the grass for their nutrition. There is the American prairie. Here the bison was the
main grazer. On the Eurasian steppe, the Przewalski horse was once a common grazer.
Secondly, there are the browsers that live on browse. Similarly! Browsers need browse and browse need browsers.
They evolved together. In places like the Adelaide Hills the Grassy woodland that once existed needed browsers
such as kangaroos and wallabies to survive. Now that they are basically gone, so has the grassy woodland. It
probably the name ‘grassy woodland’, is a bit of a misnomer.
The so called ‘grassy woodland’ looked like grassland to the early settlers. However! Only about 10% of the plant
species are actually grasses. If you go to the Bunning’s Warehouse at Mount Barker, in their nursery centre they
have a long bench titled, ‘GRASSES’. However, not one of the plants on the bench is actually a grass species. There
is that ditty that says, ‘Sedges have edges and Rushes are round. While Grasses have knees and bend to the
ground’. So probably we should call our grassy woodlands, ‘Bunnings Grassy Woodlands’.
Anyway! Today it is all but gone, together with the kangaroos, wallabies and the First Nation People who tended it.
The point is that after a fire has basically destroyed the bush, there is a choice. We can allow it to return as it
wishes, or we can guide it to return as we wish it. We have a choice here and it is a lot easier to guide it back to
grasslands than it is to wait for it to return to shrubby woodland and then attempt to change it to grassland.
John Wamsley

The all important morning tea chat at Almanda Creek with Adelaide Uni’s BandiBunch joining the team

Contractor work being undertaken in the park:
The only contractor work being undertaken in the park since the fire was from a Bassian Thrush threat abatement
project, spread across the broader Mount Lofty Ranges region. This funding needs to be spent before the end of
June, so it provided us with a great opportunity to put this towards immediate post-fire response weed treatment.
TFL Works was engaged to follow-up prior Montpellier Broom treatment through Blechnum Creek, aiming for three
visits, two for careful spot spraying and the third to hand weed remaining plants, where they were unable to spray
due to proximity of valuable native vegetation. South Australian Indigenous Flora is spot spraying Blackberry
regrowth and other fire responsive weeds along Bushrat Creek and Blackwater Creek. Environmental Contracting
Services got the task of primary treatment of several major Erica infestations, including the Erica forest north of
Bushrat Creek and two patches behind the old ranger house site on Scott Creek Road near Kangaroo Gully. Prior to
the fire and availability of this funding, treatment of these Erica patches would have been not much more than a
pipe dream, due to both their extent and issues with access.

Above: Russell and Ben talk strategies for the Erica forest

Above: Kieran, Kat and Jenny looking through Bushrat Creek

Bird Banding Notes:
After the fire we had limited access to our bird banding sites until we were granted permission by our ranger staff
to start again in the unburnt side of the Park. We were keen to see if any birds that had already been banded had
made it into the safe unburnt areas. On the Eastern side all our regular sites were absolutely transformed, with
many trees severely damaged and all scrubby undergrowth reduced to dusty ash.
March 6/7. Almanda Track—AT from Gate 18. (28 new birds) We set up table about 300 metres down from Gate 18
at this previously ‘un-banded’ site. Saturday was slow with only 4 birds banded, but Sunday was ‘outing-day’,
especially for Superb Fairy-wrens. With only one SFW the day before, another 12 were in party mood and flocked
into the nets. The rest were a mix of Crescent Honeyeaters (5), Brown Thornbills (4), Striated Thornbills (3), Golden
Whistlers (2) and a Buff-rumped Thornbill.

Above: Jim and Don compare their respective Striated and
Buff-rumped Thornbills at the Almanda Track weekend

Above: The banding team at Almanda Valley

March 20/21. Derwentia Valley—DV. (13 new birds) Our hopes were high that this special site which has yielded
many birds in the past would live up to its’ reputation. It just did not work out that way. Only 2 birds on Saturday
and 11 on Sunday. An early Scarlet Robin on Sunday was welcome and the rest were a combination of Superb Fairy
-wrens (4), Golden Whistlers (2), Striated Thornbill (2), and one each of Crescent Honeyeater, New Holland
Honeyeater, Eastern Spinebill and a nippy Grey Shrike-thrush which got up close and too personal with Peter.
April 17/18. Panhandle—PH. (70 new birds, 3 re-captures) The Panhandle’s Cup Gums were in full bloom and jampacked with honeyeaters. This, we think, was our biggest weekend ever. There was no break for our busy team of
banders, we were kept busy both mornings. We handled: New Holland Honeyeaters (6), Crescent Honeyeaters (14
including a 3+ re-capture), Yellow-faced Honeyeaters (10), White-browed Scrubwrens (2), Silvereyes (8), Eastern
Spinebills (9), Brush Bronzewings (2), Striated
Thornbills (8 including 2 recaptures at 2+), Brown
Thornbills (3), Superb Fairy-wrens (1 only),
European Goldfinch (1), Golden Whistler (1 only),
White-throated Treecreepers (2), Red-browed
Finches (2), and Buff-rumped Thornbill (1 only).

Above: The beautiful plumage of one of two Brush Bronzewing at
the Panhandle.

May 2. Almanda Swamp—AS. (39 new birds, 2 recaptures) We cancelled the scheduled day for
Saturday 1 May to enable as many people as
possible to attend the Weed Management
Workshop held at Scott Creek Hall. This left us
time to build on our optimism for Sunday – and
we were not disappointed. It may have been the
convenient site, but 12 people turned up and we
gained some new Friends members as well. As
any casual visit to this area will reveal, there are
many New Holland Honeyeaters here – we
banded 24 on the morning. We were able to get

some of our new banders launched deeper into their bird handling experience. The two re-captures were both
Superb Fairy-wrens; one from our previous time nearby on 21 Feb and a 3+ male bird originally banded over the
road at Mineshaft Track. This makes two birds that made it over the road to safety from the fire in January. The
other catches were: Superb Fairy-wrens (5 plus the 2 recaptures), White-browed Scrubwrens (5), Eastern Spinebills
(2), and one each of Striated Thornbill, Crescent Honeyeater and Brown Thornbill.

Juvenile Grey Shrike-thrush

White-throated Treecreeper

May 15/16 Mackereth Cottage—MC. (36 new birds 11 re-captures) Because of the ‘re-development’ of the Cottage
carpark we relocated our banding headquarters North along Scott Creek, entering via Gate 2. Our net setup still
overlapped with where we have banded previously, but extended further North than our past activities. Saturday’s
catches at 43 had us excited about a possible record-breaking weekend, but Sunday only resulted in 4 more birds.
Our banding experience in May raised many hypothetical questions about how the birds may have found safe
refuge from the January fire. The re-captures were a mixed lot. Three Superb Fairy-wrens came back on Sunday for
a second net-experience – but brought an older friend with them – a 4+ female. A resident Treecreeper from the
creek line was sporting a band it gained over 5 years ago in 2016. The feature bird in the recaps was a Striated
Thornbill aged at 1+ but originally banded at the Crossroads site, a direct flight line of over 800 metres away. We
rarely re-capture these birds more than 250 metres from their first banding capture. Summary of banding: Superb
Fairy-wrens (9 new plus 8 recaptures), Striated Thornbills (8 new plus 1 recapture), Yellow-faced Honeyeater (6),
Buff-rumped Thornbills (3), Brown Thornbills (2), Scarlet Robins (2), Silvereyes (3), White-browed Scrubwrens (1
new plus 1 recapture), White-browed Treecreeper (1 recapture), New Holland Honeyeater (1) and Eastern Spinebill
(1).
Jim Spiker

Crescent Honeyeater

Superb Fairy-wren

Brown Thornbill

DEW Fire Management:

Needless to say, the prescribed burn planned for Cave Creek and referred to as Shingleback A22 by DEW is no
longer needed. Another prescribed burn in the Panhandle and extending into adjacent SA Water land to the west
was previously scheduled for 2022, but appears to have been removed from the prescribed burn program, at least
for the time being. It was suggested that this would be the case, due to the huge area of habitat already burnt in
the region by the Cherry Gardens fire.

Environmental Defenders Office:
Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) is the
largest environmental legal centre in the
Australia-Pacific, dedicated to protecting our
climate, communities and shared environment by
providing access to justice, running groundbreaking litigation and leading law reform
advocacy.
We are an accredited community legal service and a non-government, not-for-profit organisation that uses the law
to protect and defend Australia’s wildlife, people and places.
Since 1985, we’ve offered expert legal advice to thousands of ordinary people and community groups, taken bold
and ground-breaking environmental cases to court and fought for laws that better protect our land, air and water.
Our track record of legal victories spans more than three decades.
We work all around the country, with farmers, conservation groups, Traditional Owners, and people from all walks
of life and all manner of places – from the heart of the outback to the centres of our biggest cities.
We are a united national organisation with eight offices around Australia.

Update on Kangaroo Island Development:
It seems the Federal government have allocated $14 million to bushfire recovery for
community groups, and it looks like $1.5m will go towards work on KI. Applications
need to be made within 3 weeks and funding will be for nine months. Groups will
need to complete four interim reports during this period.
The Friends of Parks KI Western Districts group is still on strike, following the most
recent court hearing. The court case before the full bench of the Supreme Court
ended when the State government gazetted a regulation the week before the court
case, exempting any tourism development worth more than $1 million in Flinders Chase National Park from any
planning or environmental laws. The Australian Walking Company (AWC) promptly withdrew their development
application and resubmitted it the same day under the new regulation.
Under the new plan, Sandy Beach will not be the site for the luxury accommodation development, but it has simply
been moved about 3km further east, closer to the walking trail but still on a prominent headland. There will be
several fewer kilometres of extra road and track built. The Sanderson Bay development continues essentially
unchanged except the AWC have removed about 650m of additional track.
The Minister is officially launching the ‘Reimagining KI Western Parks’ document, (prepared by consultants in
collaboration with a group of locals representing a wide range of community sectors) on May 21 st. The unanimous
number one priority identified by the working group was ‘conservation first’. In the interim there have been a
number of decisions made that are contrary to the recommendations of the ‘reimagine’ report, according to locals.
A new draft western KI parks Plan is about to be released following a single community consultation session of two
hours. The Plan is apparently being prepared from comments made at the consultation session. There is a
subsequent six-week public consultation period after the draft plan is released.
It has also been flagged by DEW to establish a parks consultative committee for KI, although who would be on it
and what would be its role is still up for negotiation. It was initially suggested as a means of continuing the
‘reimagine’ working group’s work into the future.
On a positive note, the Friends of Parks group is still strong and group members are carrying out environmental
activities off park – including being partners in three environmental grants relating to threatened animal and plant
species and the removal of weeds, most notably Tasmanian Blue Gums that have emerged as the major
environmental weed on the island post-fire. They’ve assisted other community groups in their projects and as
individuals are active in revegetation, weed management and endangered species monitoring.

Photo Gallery:

Right: nature’s art,
borer holes exposed
following the death
of a branch

Some special orchids
found growing alongside
Cup Gum Track near
Tom’s seat.
Left: Fringed Hair-orchid
(Leporella fimbriata)
Right: Common or
variable Midge Orchid
(Corunastylis sp.
Adelaide Hills syn.
Genoplesium rufum)
Below right: A tiny
Parson’s Bands
(Eriochilus cucullatus)
was flowering early after
the fire.

Below left and right: One of my favourite Stringybark trees in the
park, down Bushrat Track from gate 7 on Mount Bold Road. While
severely burnt in the January fire, it should survive to live another
hundred years or many more. Unfortunately its nearby companion
tree wasn’t so lucky, completely collapsing to the ground. It is the
loss these large hollow-bearing trees that will be most difficult to
replace.

Calendar of Environmental Events coming up:
Saturday 5th June is World Environment Day
REIMAGINE. RECREATE. RESTORE.
For too long, we have been
exploiting and destroying our
planet’s ecosystems. Every three
seconds, the world loses enough forest to cover a football pitch and over the last century we have destroyed half of
our wetlands. As much as 50 per cent of our coral reefs have already been lost and up to 90 per cent of coral reefs
could be lost by 2050, even if global warming is limited to an increase of 1.5°C.
Ecosystem loss is depriving the world of carbon sinks, like forests and peatlands, at a time humanity can least afford
it. Global greenhouse gas emissions have grown for three consecutive years and the planet is one pace for
potentially catastrophic climate change.
The emergence of COVID-19 has also shown just how disastrous the consequences of ecosystem loss can be. By
shrinking the area of natural habitat for animals, we have created ideal conditions for pathogens – including
coronaviruses – to spread.
With this big and challenging picture, the World
Environment Day is focus in the ecosystem restoration
and its theme is “Reimagine. Recreate. Restore.”
Ecosystem restoration means preventing, halting and
reversing this damage – to go from exploiting nature to
healing it. This World Environment Day will kick off
the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration (2021-2030),
a global mission to revive billions of hectares, from
forests to farmlands, from the top of mountains to the
depth of the sea.
Only with healthy ecosystems can we enhance people’s livelihoods, counteract climate change and stop the
collapse of biodiversity.
Investing in ecosystems is investing in our future
World Environment Day 2021, which counts with Pakistan as the host country this year for its official celebrations,
calls for urgent action to revive our damaged ecosystems.
From forests to peatlands to coasts, we all depend on healthy ecosystems for our survival. Ecosystems are defined
as the interaction between living organisms - plants, animals, people - with their surroundings. This includes nature,
but also human-made systems such as cities or farms.
Ecosystem restoration is a global undertaking at massive scale. It means repairing billions of hectares of land – an
area greater than China or the USA – so that people have access to food, clean water and jobs.
It means bringing back plants and animals from the brink of extinction, from the peaks of mountains to the depths
of the sea.
But it also includes the many small actions everyone can take, every day: growing trees, greening our cities,
rewilding our gardens or cleaning up trash alongside rivers and coasts.
Restoring ecosystems carries substantial benefits for people. For every dollar invested in restoration, at least seven
to thirty dollars in returns for society can be expected. Restoration also creates jobs in rural areas where they are
most needed.
Some countries have already invested in restoration as part of their strategies to bounce back from COVID-19.
Others are turning to restoration to help them adapt to a climate that is already changing.
www.worldenvironmentday.global

Tuesday 8th June is World Oceans Day

United Nations 2021 Theme– The Ocean: Life and Livelihoods
https://worldoceanday.org/take-action/conservation-action-focus/
When is World Ocean Day 2021?
World Oceans Day is celebrated on Monday, June 8, 2021. It is a day for
people all around the world to celebrate and honor the ocean and how
it connects all people around the globe with the important message - One Ocean, One Climate, One Future –
Together
The Conservation Action Focus is: Protecting at least 30% of our blue planet for a healthy ocean and climate by
2030. Returning our oceans to a healthy state is a critical part of the solution to the climate crisis. Through
education and action, we can protect our planet’s life support systems – specifically the interconnected issues of
the ocean, climate, and biodiversity. We are raising the flag on the importance of maintaining the health of our
blue planet, and you can help!
How did World Ocean Day begin?
First rooted in 1992, World Ocean Day was originally proposed by Canada at the Earth Summit in 1992. The idea
was taken by 'The Ocean Project' which began organising events and fundraising campaigns to promote and
coordinate ocean protection efforts. Then, in 2003, the website worldoceanday.org was created, allowing millions
of people globally to get involved with the event.
What are five reasons we celebrate World Oceans Day?
There are lots of reasons why we want to celebrate World Oceans Day, and here are five of them.
 The ocean generates a lot of the oxygen we breathe so we need to keep it clean.
 It provides food around the world, such as fish and crustaceans.
 The oceans help to regulate climate, providing the world with water to grow.
 The sea provides work for thousands of people, such as fishing.
 It is a source of renewable energy.
How is World Ocean Day celebrated?
World Ocean Day has blossomed into a massive occasion over the last three decades. It draws people from all over
the world to play their part in protecting the great blue that surrounds us. In 2019, over 2,000 events were held
worldwide in over 140 countries, signifying the huge reach that this event has. The World Ocean Day Youth
Advisory Council has a particularly big role in organising and distributing fundraising material to young people. On
social media, hashtags such as #protectourhome are circulated every year to further raise awareness of World
Ocean Day.
https://www.twinkl.com.au/event/world-oceans-day-australia-2021

Friday 30th June is School Tree Day and Sunday 1st August is National Tree Day

National Tree Day started in 1996 and has grown into Australia's largest
community tree-planting and nature care event.
It’s a call to action for all Australians to get their hands dirty and give back to the
community.
While every day can be Tree Day, we dedicate celebration of Schools Tree Day and
National Tree Day to the last Friday in July, and first Sunday in August respectively.
National Tree Day
National Tree Day, proudly sponsored by Toyota Australia, was co-founded in 1996 by Planet Ark and Olivia Newton
-John. It has now grown in to Australia's largest community tree planting and nature protection event as we strive
to see over one million new trees, shrubs and grasses planted each year.
National Tree Day is a call to action for all Australians to put their hands in the earth and give back to their
community. Each year, about 300,000 people volunteer their time to engage in environmental activities that
educate individuals about the world around them. It's a day to venture outdoors and get to know your community,
and most importantly, to have fun!
Schools Tree Day
The last Friday in July is dedicated to schools celebrating Tree Day. Each year, more than 3000 students participate
nationwide in environmental activities that educate individuals about the world around them.
Join thousands of people in making a difference and create positive environmental change for your community.
2020 Research Report - Regenerating: Our Land, Our People, Our Future
Australia has been faced with two life and land altering events in the past year – the horrific summer bushfires of
2019/20, followed soon after by the unprecedented Coronavirus pandemic. Now, the Australian people and
landscape face the task of recovery. To explore how our land and communities have been impacted and how
together, we can start the journey towards regeneration, read the full report.
Report Summary: The 2020 Tree Report is focused on the central theme of ‘Regeneration: for our land, our people
and our future’. We have drawn on scientific research and expert opinion in order to share knowledge and provide
practical tips for personal and environmental regeneration.
In the Tree Report, we examine how Australian landscapes and ecosystems were impacted by the summer 2019/20
bushfires and highlight the importance of natural regeneration processes in recovery. We investigate how the
mental health of Australians has been impacted by these disturbances and how we can support each other in
healing. Finally, we look to the future. We investigate human resilience after exposure to trauma and how
Australian ecosystems, while naturally resilient, may fundamentally transform if pushed beyond their tipping point.
https://treeday.planetark.org

Winter Program of Activities June—August 2021

The Friends of Scott Creek Conservation Park welcome visitors to any of our activities, but it is best to contact us
beforehand to confirm details. This is particularly important with regard to COVID-19 restrictions, which makes it
essential that anyone considering a visit to an activity contact us beforehand to ensure this will still be possible at
the time. Thank you.
For enquiries or information see contact details at the end of this program or on our website
www.friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au.
NOTE: Activities in the park and social events in the Adelaide Hills will be cancelled if a fire ban or severe weather
warning/thunderstorms are announced for the Mount Lofty Ranges. Bird banding will also be cancelled in
conditions that may adversely affect the birds. See links to BOM & CFS websites below.
Bushcare: meet at 9.00am, Almanda Mine Car Park, Dorset Vale Rd
Due to post-fire weed management needs, locations for bushcare activities will be confirmed closer to the date.
Please dress appropriately for the park's burnt areas and still BYO morning tea and a small back pack to carry it, in
case we are working further from the cars.
Regular mid-week bush gardening activities are held at Almanda Creek, contact Administration Assistant for details.
Month

Date

JUNE
Tuesday
Saturday, Sunday

1
5, 6

Tuesday

8

Sunday
Saturday, Sunday

13
19, 20

Wednesday

23

Saturday
JULY
Saturday, Sunday
Tuesday
Sunday
Saturday, Sunday

26

Thursday

22

Saturday
Saturday,
AUGUST
Sunday
Tuesday
Sunday

24
31

Tuesday

10

Saturday, Sunday

14, 15

Tuesday

24

Saturday

28

3, 4
6
11
17, 18

1
3
8

Activity

Location

Bushcare
Bird banding
General mtg
All welcome!
Bushcare
Bird banding
Social Lunch
All welcome!
Bushcare

To be advised
KG—Kangaroo Gully via Gate 3, 7:30 am

Bird banding
Bushcare
Bushcare
Bird banding
Social Lunch
All welcome!
Bushcare
Bird banding

TP—The Plantation via Gate 7, 7:30 am.
To be advised
To be advised
PR—Pennant Ridge via Gate 11, 7:30 am
Konditorei Coffee Lounge—Stirling Arcade at noon (39 Mt
Barker Rd, behind Stirling Fruit Mart, parking at rear)
To be advised
XR—Cross Roads via Gate 3, 7:00 am

Bird banding
Bushcare
Bushcare
General mtg
All welcome!
Bird banding
Social Lunch
All welcome!
Bushcare

XR—Cross Roads via Gate 3, 7:00 am
To be advised
To be advised

Cherry Gardens CFS, 294 Cherry Gardens Rd, 4:30pm
To be advised
GR—Gurr Road, Gate 4, 7:30am
Joan’s Pantry—Hawthorndene at noon (Watahuna Ave
opposite the oval)
To be advised

Cherry Gardens CFS, 294 Cherry Gardens Rd, 4.30pm
FB—Fox Bog via Gate 9, 7:00 am
Sheoak Cafe Belair at noon (cnr Sheoak & James Rds, parking
on 3 sides)
To be advised

BOM website: http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/meteye/dorset-vale
CFS website: https://www.cfs.sa.gov.au/site/bans_and_ratings

Office bearers:
Any queries on Friends activities, please contact the relevant person below, general queries to
info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
President: Jim Spiker (M) 0430 247 705, Email: president@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Vice President: Peter Watton (M) 0427 010 949, Email: info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Treasurer & Minute Secretary: Donella Peters, (H) 8339 5639 (M) 0407 417 247,
Email: treasurer@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Correspondence Secretary: Diana Wright Email: secretary@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Administration Assistant: Jenny Dawes (H) 8388 2297 (M) 0427 841 425,
Email: info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Membership Officer: Lorraine Billett (H) 8278 6623 (M) 0427 093 839, Email: lorray66@tpg.com.au

Other roles and positions:
Bird Banding Coordinator: Jim Spiker (contact details above)
Bushcare Coordinator: Jenny Dawes (contact details above)
Assistant Bushcare Coordinator: Glenn Giles (M) 0413 615 514, Email: gilesgd81@gmail.com
Bushcare — Grants & Funding, Contractor Liaison & Reporting: Peter Watton (contact details above)
Bush Gardening Almanda Creek: John Wamsley (M) 0407 716 074, Email: john@johnwamsley.com
Editor Bandicoot Tails & Facebook: Peter Watton (contact details above)
Website Coordinator: Rick Williams (M) 0424 308 011, Email: webmaster@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au

